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Kenmore 12 gallon moisturiser: Your skin thanks to you Kenmore Moisturiser has an outlet of up to 12 gallons of water within 24 hours. Moisture is added to the environment when the humidifier forces air through a hydrated wick filter. Whether you live in a dry area and suffer from parched throat, dry skin, or just want a
little moisture in the air, this is the Kenmore Moisturizer for you. Many use moisturizers as a natural way to relieve their colds. The digital display shows the actual humidity level of 1 percent increments for accurate measurements Easy to fill the design of the bottle 4 speed (whisper-quiet low speed, mediu, high or auto)
covers up to 3,700 sq ft in a rigid design holds 3.9 gallons of water Automatic shutdown, When the bottles are empty Comes with a Kenmore Vic filter that is treated and mold/mold resistant (Kenmore wick replacement number 03214906000) Four rotary castings for easy white color positioning fit into any decor
Approximate dimensions: 21.25 W x 13.25 D Walmart here to help make each day easier. This itemWe aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here and we haven't checked it out. Moisturizer Wick Filter for Kenmore Silent Comfort 13 - 12 Pack12 Wick
Filters for Kenmore Pacific Comfort 13 Evaporative Moisturizers Brand New - Unused High Quality Moisturiser Filter Made for Kenmore Sears Silent Comfort 13 Evaporative Moisturizers Includes 12 FiltersHigh Exit Honeycomb Wicking FilterAluminum Enhanced to provide a longer filter life - better efficiency than
standard Wicking FiltersTraps mineral deposits for clean and natural hydrationManization: 8 7/8 by 6 5/16 by 2 7/16 High quality, Common Aftermarket Part 30 Day Money Guarantee This part is high quality, Common after-sales replacement parts. Fit and features are guaranteed for 30 days or your money is back. Any
reference to brand numbers or models is only for identification purposes. This product does not contain any warranty from the manufacturer. Many spare parts should only be installed by a professional. Be safe. If you are not qualified to install this item, you can return it. January 30, 2018Production is exactly what I want
and got here very quickly. Helpful? Customer AGet specific information about this product from customers who own it. So if you find the current lower price from the online store on an identical, stocked product, tell us and we will match it. For more information, see the online price match. Webapp branch our warehouse is
stocked with spare parts for all kinds of appliances. Questions? Just ask - No call centers! We operate USA Denver, Colorado and we fully support our products and services 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 17 kenmore quiet comfort 12 humidifier filters. kenmore quiet comfort 12 humidifier manual. kenmore quiet
comfort humidifier 12 gallon
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